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TRABALHO DE RECUPERAÇÃO
Read each sentence. Choose the word below that makes the most sense in the sentence. Circle
the correct word.
Example: Jim is a soccer player. Because of his accident, he couldn’t play all summer.
a. playing b. played c. player
1.
a.
2.
a.
3.
a.
4.
a.
5.
a.
6.
a.

His doctor told him to keep his leg _____.
motioning b. motionless c. motioned
His mother _____ him exercise his leg every day.
helping b. helped c. helper
He didn’t feel _____ because he could do many things by himself.
helper b. helping c. helpless
He was _____ of playing soccer in September.
hoping b. hopeful c. hopeless
_____ the doctor’s suggestions made him get better faster.
Followed b. Following c. Follower
_____ filled the air as Jim ran onto the soccer field in September.
Excited b. Exciting c. Excitement

Add a prefix or a suffix from the boxes below to the root word in parentheses ( ) to complete each
sentence. Write the complete word in the blank.
Prefixes or Suffixes dis-

-ful

un-

-ed

Example: I had a wonderful trip to the amusement park. (wonder)
1. I ____________________ all the rides before we went to the amusement park. (preview)
2. I ____________________ with my friend. I didn’t want to go on the roller coaster. (agree)
3. I felt it was an ____________________ ride because it was very old. (safe)
4. My friend was ____________________ because I didn’t want to ride the roller coaster with
him. (happy)
5. I explained that it was an ____________________ ride, and we should find a different ride to
go on. (fit)
6. I was ____________________. I convinced my friend to ride the Ferris wheel instead.
(success)

Choose the correct option: (0,25 each)
7. If you want antibiotics, you’ll have to ask the doctor for a __________________.
a) upset
b) recipe
c) medicine
d) fare
e) prescription
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8. It was very difficult for Joe to get that ____________________ out of my finger.
a) gun
b) tailgated
c) splinter
d) killed
e) bed
9. Her broken arm is going to be in a _____________________ for another week.
a) infection
b) policy
c) cast
d) outbreak
e) sponge
10. A bone got stuck in his throat and he started _____________________.
a) to stiff
b) to smile
c) to laugh
d) to deliver
e) to choke
11. Ted is _____________________ tomatoes. Every time he eats them, he gets a rash.
a) stiff to
b) polluted by
c) suffering from
d) wounded by
e) allergic to
12. Explique a frase em português: (0,5 point)

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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